Introduction and statement of the theorem
In [5] , T.B. Rushing shows that cell-like maps between finite dimensional metric compacta are inverse limits of disk-bundle maps, and conjectures an analogous result for infinite dimensional metric compacta. In this paper we prove this conjecture to be correct. More precisely, we prove The condition in Theorem 1 that f be a hereditary shape equivalence is necessary since the Taylor map [7] is an example of a cell-like map between (infinite dimensional) metric compacta which fails to be a shape fibration (see [4] for the definition of shape fibration). Hence it could not possibly be an inverse limit of Q-bundle maps since these always induce a shape fibration.
The technique of proof in [5] does not directly carry over to the infinite dimensional setting, so we develop a different technique, which is the content of the three propositions in Section 4. In order to establish these propositions, we . use results of T.A. Chapman [l] , R.D: Edwards [2] , some properties of ANR's discovered by G. Kozlowski [3] , and some techniques of T.B. Rushing [5] , namely Proposition 1, whose proof is a slight variation of the argument given in the proof of Theorem 4 of [5] . The interested reader should read [5] and [6] for a broader treatment of the subject in the finite dimensional setting. The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professor T.B. Rushing for a great deal of help with this research.
Notation and definitions
The diameter of a subset S of the metric space X is denoted by diam(S). The complement of S in X is denoted by SC or X -S. The largest open set in X contained in S is denoted by Int(S). The graph of a map g: S + Y in X x Y is represented by G(g). If S is closed, G(g) is homeomorphic to S via the homeomorphism 0,(x) = (x, g(x)) for all x E S. Note that rr,, 0 8, = g, where r). :X x Y + Y is the natural projection. Thus we shall identify S with G(g) and say that r,, is an extension of g. Furthermore, if U is any neighborhood of G(g) in X x Y, then ~T,]U: U + Y will also be called an extension of g to U. For g as above we define a decomposition I',ofXxYby r,={g-'(y)x{y]zXx Y: y~g(S)lu{{(x,y)~:
and P,:X x Y --, (X x Y)/rp will denote the quotient map. Note that G(g) = P,'(P,(G(g))), P,]G(g)c is one to one, and P,(G(g)) is homeomorphic to g(S) via the homeomorphism 4,(y) = P,(g-'(y) x {y}) for all y E g(S). The symbol 1x:X+X represents the identity map. In case each fi is a trivial Q-bundle map, we say that f is the inverse limit of trivial Q-bundle maps.
The set of natural numbers is denoted by iV. The Hilbert cube is denoted by Q with the usual metric. We shall often write Q = I" x Q"'+', where I" = ny=, r-1, 11, and Qncl = fl;"+i E-1,11. Th e natural projections Q +I" and Q + Q"+' are denoted by ZI,, and 17"+' respectively.
For any positive number E < 1 and IZ EN, we define cl" = lJr=, [--E, E] as a subset of I", and Q,, = &I" x Q"+' as a subset of Q. If x E (1 -&)I", we define X+&ln={X+yEl":yE&l"}.
Note that diam(Q,,) s 2~ + l/2"-l, hence for any S > 0 there exist (n, E) such that diam Q,, < 6.
Basic lemma
Now we define a retraction w,,: I" + (1 -&)I" and a retraction Gnc: Q + (1-E)~"x{O}CQ, for HEN and O<.s<l. Then in Lemma 1 we prove some properties of these retractions which are used in the proof of the Basic Lemma. 
Lemmal.
ChoosenENandO<e<l. 
Basic Lemma. Suppose g: B -+ Q is a map, and U is an open neighborhood of G(g) in B x Q. Then there is a compact neighborhood M of G(g) in U with G(g) c Int M relative to B x Q, and a homeomorphism H: B x Q +M which makes the following diagram commute

BxQH-M Note that diagram (1) says that rrB IM:M + B is a trivial bundle map with fiber Q.
Also B is assumed to be compact. 
Proof. Set 6 = d(G(g), UC) if UC+0 and S = 1 if U =
Proof of Theorem 1
The compact metric spaces E and B are embedded in copies of the Hilbert cube Qi and Qz respectively, and shall be treated as closed subsets of QI and Qz for all E ~62, for if not, then (ls x /z,)(x)E N for some x E cc. Now since (1s xP,x lo)(X)E WC and d((le xP,x lo)(x), (IS x&)(x))<& we have a( WC, N) < E s Sz which contradicts (2), so we get (3) (18 x h,)-'(N) c fi for all E s&. Let E = min{Si, &}, and let M* = (Is x h,)-'(N), then (1) implies (i) and by (3) M* c fi. Since ls x h, is a fiber-preserving homeomorphism and iig 1 N: N + B is a trivial Q-bundle map, we have (ii).
Proof of Theorem 1. Inductively we wish to define a nested sequence of compact neighborhoods {E, : n E N} of d in B x Q3 such that G = f-l:= 1 E,, and %-B 1 E, : E, + B is a trivial Q-bundle map, for all a. Then we set E = {Et, qij}, where qij: El L* Ei denotes the inclusion map (i =z j), B = {B, ls} and f = {%-B 1 Ei}~~, to obtain a map f: E + B of inverse sequences which clearly satisfies Definition 1 for the given H.S.E. f: E --*B. (Note that 7rB 1 Ei extends f.) So, let E. = B x Qa and use Proposition 3 with fi = (Int E,_d n N(d, l/n), to obtain E, = M" for n 2 1. By (i) and (ii) of Proposition 3, {E,: n E IA} has the desired properties. (Here N(G, l/n) denotes the (l/n)-neighborhood of G in B X Qs). The other implication of the theorem is clear.
